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Vision
Our vision is to be recognised as a knowledge resources centre of distinction, integral
to the realisation of the University’s mission, vision and goals. We will:
>
		
>
		
>
		
>

develop education and training programs to equip staff and students with the
skills for lifelong learning
structure systems and develop gateways to provide integrated, convenient
and client-friendly access to resources
foster staff to become innovative information specialists, skilled in
providing exceptional service, customised to meet individual needs and preferences
contribute to the development and enhancement of a knowledge based society

Mission
Our mission is to facilitate access to quality resources and services for excellence in
research, teaching and learning by:
>
		
>
		

delivering a range of services and technologies to enable the retrieval of
needed resources, irrespective of their format or location and
providing leadership and expertise in navigating an increasingly complex and
diverse scholarly information environment

Goals
Client Service Goals:
>
>
		

Exceptional service
Integration of flexible information skills programs in collaboration with
academic staff

Financial Goals:
>
>
		

Effective and efficient use of available resources
Provision of resources and services that have a high ratio of
value to cost

Internal process goals:
>
>

Client-centred access to resources
Demonstrated application of business excellence principles

Learning and growth goals:
>
>

Skilled and knowledgeable staff equipped to respond to change
Effective succession management and leadership development
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UNIVERSITY 03
LIBRARIAN’S REVIEW
This is my last introduction to the Annual Report.
My official farewell was on November 25. It was a
splendid occasion characterised by the immaculate
organisational skills of Library staff, some very
unexpected and exciting surprises, beautiful and
thoughtful gifts and best of all a great roll up of staff
from all areas of the University. It was a memorable
occasion, one I will cherish for many years.
The preceding weeks were a time for me to clear out
my office, update files and reflect on my thirty-four and
a half years with the University.
The early days of my working life in the newly
autonomous UOW were challenging, there seemed
to be many obstacles to the sort of innovation and
involvement I was seeking. Looking back, I can see
that, in striving for improvement, although not always
judiciously, I probably developed many of the skills
which equipped me for my journey from an
acquisitions librarian in 1975 to divisional head, to
Deputy and finally in 1997 to University Librarian.
Changes to libraries over this time have been
profound. The model of a book-based repository has
been replaced by technology-rich access to pervasive,
comprehensive and diverse information sources.
Mandating online access to research resources, now
taken for granted, was a battle hard-won ten years
ago but essential if UOW researchers were to achieve
parity of access with their colleagues from richer,
older universities.
Library staff are no longer viewed as passive
guardians of collections but as expert professionals
reaching out to assist all members of the University
regardless of location or classification. The belief
that staff should be enabled to reach their potential
through strongly supported study and development
opportunities was slow to gain acceptance, but the
results are there for all to see.
Years of planning and over 12 months of
construction culminated in a building which now
houses much more than the collection. It includes
computers, labs, printers, a range of study spaces
as well as attractive areas for relaxation and social
interaction. Officially opened in 2008, the extension
transformed a dull monolith into a building replete
with open and inviting spaces attractively
furnished and enhanced with many stunning art
works. As I walked through this ‘new’ building all the
disruption and difficulties associated with the project
receded as I realised that my vision, of a Library
worthy of its place at the heart of the campus and in
the minds of its clients, had been achieved.
The Library embarked on its quality journey in 1994
as a means of managing change and measuring
performance within a framework of recognised
standards and good practice. Establishing and
maintaining a culture of excellence and evaluation

Vice-Chancellor, Prof Gerard Sutton and Ian Gentle at Felicity’s farewell

was not easy but it is demonstrably worthwhile.
Recognition in 2001 as the first library to win an
Australian Business Excellence Award was a highlight
of the early years of my tenure as University
Librarian. Other recognition and benchmarked
performance outcomes over the years have been
both numerous and rewarding.
Most satisfying, however, has been watching the
development and achievement of so many of my staff.
I have been repaid and reinforced by their
commitment to the principles established in the
quality program, by their herculean efforts and
overwhelming support of me and all that we set out
to achieve as a team.
Working with the diverse range of University staff,
although challenging at times has been, by and large,
enjoyable and fruitful. I was fortunate in being able to
draw strength and support from the University’s
senior executive, the Deans and the Directors.
I have enjoyed working with and learning from them.
In particular, the Vice-Chancellor provided unparalled
leadership and gave me the best possible advice and
support. I am in his debt.
The year ended on a sad note for me with the death
of one of ‘our’ artists, Ian Gentle. Ian’s works enhance
every floor of the Library, notably Whispering Ant and
Salivating Croc which lend drama, originality, beauty
and humour to the entrance and the foyer. Other work
was generously donated by Ian, a unique genius and
a great friend. Ian was immeasurably proud of the
award of Fellow of the University bestowed in 2008
and I am very glad to have played a role in initiating
this honour for him.
I will miss the University and its people. Thank you
for helping me to have a career on which to reflect
with enjoyment. I look forward to hearing of the
achievements which will inevitably be made by the
Library and the University and I wish you all the very
best for a glorious future.

04 IAN GENTLE
Vale Ian Gentle (1945-2009)

Ian Gentle with his award of
Fellow and Felicity McGregor
who read the citation

Ian Gentle was a special
friend of the Library.
His sculptures define and
immeasurably enhance the
foyers and other spaces
throughout the building.
Ian had a long, close and
warm association with the
University and the
Illawarra region.
He moved to the South
Coast of NSW in the
late 1970s where he
commenced making his
unique sculptures with
eucalypt sticks.

Ian was an inspirational teacher and his career spanned
the National Art School, Sydney, TAFE colleges, the
University of Sydney’s Tin Sheds and Coordinator of
Sculpture in UOW’s Faculty of Creative Arts during the
1990s. In 2008, Ian’s immense contribution to the
University and the arts was recognised by making him
a Fellow of the University, an award he quietly relished.
Ian valued the respect and friendship of his fellow artists
Bert Flugelman and Guy Warren who both have close
connections with the University and the Illawarra region
and whose works are also displayed in the Library.
Renowned and respected nationally and
internationally, Ian’s work reflected his fascination for all
creatures including the lowlife of nature.
His trademark humour and wit is integral to the
works and Whispering Ant and Salivating Croc are
particularly appreciated by students who return on their
graduation days to be photographed in front of these
works.
Visionary yet down-to-earth, a genuine and generous
friend, he will be greatly missed.
Featured works in the Library include:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Whispering Ant
Salivating Croc
Bird in Boat
Low tide Low life
Fragilii
Etchings and screen prints

A recent evaluation of Ian’s work can be found in
World Sculpture News Vol 15, 2, 2009 pp 32-35
(730/17) G. Fairley, ‘Horny Sticks and Whispering Lines’.

Installation of Salivating Croc
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Inaugural exhibition in the
Panizzi Room –
Diversity: Images of nature

Catalogue search interface
Encore (Search Guru)
activated

JANUARY

01

FEBRUARY

Client-driven ebook selection
model piloted resulting in 422
loans and 20 purchases

APRIL

04

A new look search page launched,
including ArticleFinder
(a federated search engine for
databases)

JULY

07

International Open Access
Week promoted

OCTOBER

10

>

Library visits increase by 83%

>

New open URL resolver, 		
Find@UOW implemented 		
to improve access to full text
articles

02

MARCH

UOW Digital Archive established

MAY
>
>

05

First art exhibition loaded to
Research Online – “Ditto” 		
images in print
800+ theses transferred 		
from the UOW ADT 		
server to Research Online

AUGUST

08

>

ERA Trial

>

Felicity McGregor,
University Librarian farewelled

NOVEMBER

03

>

2561 UOW publications 		
processed for the 2008 		
HERDC collection

>

Vice-Chancellor’s Award for
Outstanding Service

JUNE

06

1,000,000+ downloads from
Research Online (since 2006)

SEPTEMBER

09

StartSmart: Essential Academic
Information Skills replaces ILIP
(Independent Learners
Introductory Program)

11

DECEMBER

12

EXCEPTIONAL
06 SERVICE

Do you read me? Loud and clear

Client service competencies

The success of the recent Library renovation is
evidenced in unprecedented use of spaces, facilities
and staff expertise with the number of visits exceeding
1.5 million. The considerably larger building introduced
new challenges in both navigation and scale of service.
Anticipating the demand, a new radio communication
system was implemented to enhance client access to
skilled staff. All rostered staff, including shelvers and
Roving Helpers wear two-way radios to support client
interactions such as requesting assistance with
technology, asking the shelving team to locate a
missing resource or connecting clients with the staff
member that best suits their need. This innovation
enables service beyond the physical service points to
encompass the entire building.

Significant increases in student numbers—with
highly diverse needs and expectations—challenged
established approaches to training staff for service
delivery.
To supplement on-the-job training and workshops, a
series of competency-based training modules was
developed to focus on:
>
>
>
>

IT support and trouble-shooting,
database basics,
engaging with clients,
and behaviours demonstrating the Library 		
Values and Ideal Culture.

Outcomes included: shelving staff can now interpret
reading lists, conduct catalogue and basic database
searches on the spot, and interact with clients in a
friendly, approachable manner.
Overall, staff confidence in their preparedness to
provide excellent service has increased substantially.

194 clients were surveyed, over a period of
one week in August, directly after a service
interaction to evaluate the effectiveness of
client service training. Results included:
>

97% of clients agreed that the staff
member was approachable, friendly
and helpful.

>

98% of clients felt confident that the staff
member was knowledgeable and equipped
to deal with their enquiry.

Wireless Infrastructure
As the number of students bringing personal laptops to University grows each year, expanding and improving the
wireless network within the Library was a priority. Wireless set-up guides were also made available to students both
online and from service points to facilitate unmediated connection to the network. Roving staff played an active role
by assisting 969 clients with wireless setup and trouble-shooting advice, representing 19% of all ‘rover’ enquiries.
The number of study desks with access to power and lock-up facilities was also increased.

07
International Student Barometer Survey
How important is the Library to international
students? “Very important” was the resounding
response! A review of international students’
expectations and satisfaction with UOW programs
provided valuable insight to both the importance
of services and resources, and satisfaction with
the Library. Results illustrated strong evidence of
exceptional Library performance.
Library and Library Resources were rated 3rd and 5th
most important out of the 19 categories assessed
through the survey, and Library received the highest
satisfaction rating recorded, followed by Library
Resources at number two.

Extended hours
Finding a quiet place to study, especially in the lead
up to exams is high on the list of students’ needs.
In response to feedback received in the 2008 Client
Survey, opening hours were extended for an additional
six hours over each week in the final weeks of session,
recess and the first week of examinations. Due to the
success of the trial, similar extended hours will be
offered in 2010.

“

“

I have been consistently impressed with the quality
of service provided by the Library.
Keep up the outstanding work!
(Health and Behavioural Science,
Postgraduate student)

08
Telephone service – benchmark results
How well do we compare with other service providers was answered through an evaluation coordinated by
Customer Service Benchmarking Australia. Telephone enquiries were independently assessed and compared to
other units across the University and the tertiary sector. The Client Services division demonstrated
considerable improvement in performance compared to the previous year, especially in the categories of best
practice manner and enquiry resolution.

Comparative Contact Centre Report - Tertiary Sector, April 2009
2008

2009

Library
Performance

Best Practice
(tertiary sector)

Library
Performance

Best Practice
(tertiary sector)

165
10
78
89
69

187
6
96
100
100

182*
11
92*
92*
90*

190
6
98
100
100

Client satisfaction
Connect times
Greeting quality
Best Practice manner
Enquiry resolution

*one of the top performers at UOW

Follow-me printing
A more flexible service model is meeting the ever increasing demands on printing and copying services.
Follow me printing allows clients to select their print job from any printer or copier, regardless of its
location. The additional flexibility resulted in reduced queuing times and allowed the Library to reduce the total
number of print/copy machines without affecting service.

Did they find it?
Despite the proliferation of electronic resources, print materials are still critical to the learning and research
experience. The CAUL Materials Availability Survey was undertaken to assess clients’ success in finding print
resources. Performance outcomes for materials immediately available were sustained and a reduction in the
number of missing items was indicative of successful strategies undertaken to improve this area.

CAUL category
Materials immediately available
Not in collection
User error - catalogue search
At another location
User error - location check
On loan
User error - item status check
Missing
User error - shelf search
Other
Total

2009
(all)

2005
(Main)

2003
(Main)

2001
(Main)

76.7%
2.0%
0.3%
1.1%
0.4%
9.4%
1.4%
2.7%
3.5%
2.6%

76.9%
4.0%
0.8%
4.0%
0.0%
6.4%
0.0%
6.4%
0.8%
0.8%

72.5%
1.8%
1.1%
0.7%
0.4%
10.7%
0.7%
4.3%
7.1%
0.7%

68.6%
5.7%
2.1%
0.6%
0.3%
7.2%
0.6%
4.8%
3.3%
6.9%

100%

100%

100%

100%

LEARNING, 09
TEACHING & RESEARCH

Goal:
Integration of flexible information skills programs
in collaboration with academic staff

Phase II of the project focussed on closer collaboration
with Learning Developers to ensure a sound
pedagogical framework, and with ITS and CASR to
create a robust, technical interface for the
administration of this core program.
This phase was characterised by:
>

assessing the level of information skills new
students possess when entering higher
education

A key element of the Library’s Vision statement is to
structure systems and develop gateways to provide
integrated, convenient and client-friendly access to
resources. During the 2009 enrolment periods,
surveys were conducted of enrolling students to
assess their ability to search, locate and evaluate
information resources to meet first year course work
needs.

>

designing learning modules and the quiz

>

scripting new software to meet access and
security requirements

>

improving the functionality with other student
systems to facilitate seamlessness in
monitoring completions and assigning grades.

Results showed that students possess highly
variable information and research skills indicating a
challenging transition to a university environment.
Regardless of their actual skill level, students
self-rated a high level of confidence in their perceived
skills. The professional management of the various
phases of the student academic experience,
therefore, was central to a number of strategic
initiatives.

The resultant program called StartSmart: Essential
Academic Information Skills, reflects the specific
learning outcomes in subject outlines. Content makes
use of visual, aural and interactive models, allowing
students to test their knowledge as they learn. The
program has been evaluated as pedagogically sound
by an expert consultant and reinforces academic
expectations. Knowledge is tested with a randomised
quiz. The new program will be launched in Autumn
Session 2010.

Excellence and innovation in learning, teaching
and research

Helping students to StartSmart

Phase I of the project meant that students enrolling
in 2009 experienced a major revision of content
within the learning modules e.g. communication of
learning outcomes; greater use of learning objects
to demonstrate principles of information skills; and
creation of a skills checklist prior to launching the
assignment page.

20,500

20,000

no. students

ILIP (Independent Learners Introductory Program)
was designed to provide students with an introduction
to the basic research skills necessary for university
study such as locating resources on reading lists and
using databases to find articles. To meet the
increasing complexity of searching in the digital age a
multi-phased project designed to transform the
program commenced in 2008 and continued
throughout the year.

Number of Students Participating in Information Skills Instruction

20,167

19,500

19,000

18,911
18,500

18,526

18,000

17,500

2007

2008

2009

10
“

Designed for the inexperienced or less skilled library
user, Search Guru offers a single search entry box to
the catalogue. Mirroring Google style interfaces, it
supports keyword and simple phrase searching and
offers a ‘did you mean?’ option. The use of facets and
tag clouds to refine search results appeals to a
generation accustomed to scanning a page, and
assisted in making the Library’s collections more
accessible and discoverable.

I really like the article finder tool on your
website. I used to be a UOW student a few years
ago and as far as I’m aware that tool wasn’t
available then. The tool makes doing
assignments so much easier and saves so much
time. Thank you for this service, I have noticed
lots of improvements to the Library since
returning to UOW and appreciate them.
(Health & Behavioural Science,
Postgraduate student)

“

Search Guru

Supporting research at UOW Dubai
A ‘where do I publish’ information session and
workshop was delivered to researchers and library
staff at UOW Dubai by Associate Librarian, Margie
Jantti. With research high on the agenda, raising
awareness of specialist research resources was
paramount. The workshop introduced the audience to
resources such as citation indexes, Papers Invited, and
included a number of time saving hints and tips.

“

Resources for assignments

“

I love the way that in the new catalogue search tool,
you can filter search results by resource type
(e.g. eBook) after your search!
(Education, Undergraduate student)

Article Finder
With nearly 350 databases and more than 60,000
journal titles to browse, knowing where to start the
research process can be daunting. A new search
engine, Article Finder, helped to overcome this
challenge, allowing clients to search across a wide
range of databases and journals simultaneously
using a simple interface. Over 60 high-use databases
have been profiled and categorised into discipline
collections. Searches can be performed across all
the databases, offering comprehensive search results.
A significant advantage of Article Finder is the ability
to search, retrieve and export records from a single
platform.

Faculty Librarians have long assessed and collated
information resources useful for the disciplines taught
within the faculties. Adoption of new webpage
management technologies has enabled improved
layout and design of pages and enhanced
customisation.
The Resources for Assignments web pages were
re-designed to provide discipline specific information
to assist students with their coursework, for instance,
highlighting relevant databases, journals, websites, as
well as providing search tips and more. Results include
logical screen layouts, clear headings and sections for
the organisation and navigation of resources. Other
features are the expanded use of Show Me tutorials.
Offering brief, visual, step-by-step
instructions on how to overcome
commonly experienced problems,
e.g. finding the full text of a journal
article, students can learn a range
of time-saving search techniques.

11
“
(Commerce, Academic staff)

“

Well done on the resources for assignments
section. This is a real gift for students!
This will really make researching very simple.

Research Online reaches 1 million downloads
Emerging Ethics of Humancentric GPS Tracking and
Monitoring, a 2006 conference paper by Informatics
academics Katina Michael, A. McNamee and M.G.
Michael was the one millionth item to be downloaded
from Research Online (RO) since the site went live in
January 2006. This landmark reveals the outstanding
success of RO in facilitating access to the University’s
research output. RO has now cumulatively recorded
1,152,438 downloads of its 5,037 UOW documents.
The “Ditto” - Images in Print exhibition, featuring staff
from the Faculty of Creative Arts, became the first
extensive use of the image galleries feature. Over 800
Masters and PhD research theses dating from 1982
are now available in the repository as part of a major
retrospective digitisation initiative.
RESEARCH ONLINE DOWNLOADS

Supporting research and scholarly
communication
Collaboration with the UOW Research and
Innovation Division made possible a ‘one stop shop’
for the collection of publications used for both the
University’s HERDC (research data collection for
DEEWR) and ERA (Excellence in Research for
Australia). Streamlined processes also allow items to
be easily integrated into RO.
Encouraging unmediated deposit, academics
enter metadata describing their publication and add
supporting files. Key benefits include the capacity
to store publication information electronically and
eliminate large paper files.

ERA Trial
Collaboration with faculty staff and the ERA Support
Team paid dividends in the trial ERA initiative.
Research outputs selected for the Humanities and
Creative Arts cluster peer review process were
sourced and uploaded to a restricted section of
RO and physical copies of non-digitised items were
acquired. RO was successfully tested and assessed
by the Australian Research Council prior to ERA
Trial implementation. Positive feedback was received
regarding the repository’s presentation and integration
with the ARC’s SEER management system.

1,400,000

Open Access Week 19-23 October
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Promoting scholarly communication and
dissemination of information and research is at the
heart of supporting the Open Access movement.
A major outcome of participating in the International
Open Access Week, was the development of a new
web resource designed to introduce the University
community to the principles underpinning Open
Access and to highlight pathways to contribute to
open scholarly communication.

“

Just wanted to say well done on the new … Article
catalogue search. I always had wished there was a
one hit search wonder for journal articles. Thanks
for the great work, and continued contributions
you make to my degree.

“

DOWNLOADS

1,200,000

(Undergraduate student)

COMMUNITY
12 ENGAGEMENT

Supporting international collegiality
Goal:

Dynamic engagement with our community

Supporting medical research
Services and resources for clinicians affiliated with the
Graduate School of Medicine (GSM) were expanded to
include:
>

>

A tailored Resources for Assignments page
for Clinical Academics, including membership
and document delivery information.
A webpage outlining off-campus services for
GSM staff and students located at distant
clinical placement sites during Phases two
and three of their program.

Other initiatives included:
>

meeting with representatives of the Illawarra
Health and Medical Research Institute (IHMRI)
to investigate access by affiliated
researchers to eresources aligned to the
Institute’s research themes

>

raising awareness of key medical resources
accessible via PDAs and smartphones

>

developing web-based resources for students
enrolled in nursing in Hong Kong

>

hosting visits from library staff from the South
Eastern Sydney Illawarra Area Health Service
(SESIAHS)

Sydney Business School
Preparations for the relocation of the Graduate
School of Business to the Innovation Campus included
provision of advice and expertise in the design of a new
resources room and the appointment of a new
librarian.

Fourteen Indonesian academic staff completed a
multi-phased approach to developing research skills to
equip them for their PhD studies. Through consultation
with the Transnational Unit, four training units were
designed to coincide with critical points in their 12
week immersion program, the DIKTI Sandwich Course
at UOW:
>

Library Tour and Search basics: an
introduction to Search Guru and Article Finder

>

Research Techniques: focussing on discipline
specific databases

>

Research Resources: an introduction to the
range of free information resources to be 		
used while at UOW and on their return to
Indonesia

>

Organising your Research: an introduction to
EndNote; creating a library and adding
references

The Library also welcomed guests of the Law faculty,
three academic staff from Brawijaya University,
Indonesia. They received an overview of catalogue
search interfaces, Search Guru and Article Finder and
a tour of Library facilities.

Closing the gap - transitioning students
Collaboration with local library service providers
provided valuable insight into information skills and
knowledge gaps between high school leavers and
transitioning university students. Targeting school,
TAFE and public librarians, a pre-seminar survey was
instrumental in gaining an understanding of the
information research skills and experiences of
Higher School Certificate students. This information
was critical to the review of StartSmart: Essential
Academic Information Skills.
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Panizzi Room Exhibitions
>

Diversity: Images of Nature – photographic 		
exhibition by four members and friends of the
University’s Institute for Conservation Biology
Unit.

>

The Real Thing, Fruitingbodies and Digitalis 		
- limited edition archival prints and artist’s 		
books by Creative Arts Honours student,
Mary Rosengren, combined references and
images from botanical history with
contemporary visualisations of plant subjects.

>

Underwater Archaeology – coordinated by the
Italian Institute of Culture in conjunction with
the UOW Language Centre showcased
photographs and maps of archaeological
artefacts and sites in the seas, lakes and
rivers of Italy.

>

Uberveillance: Reinventing the Shadow, staged
by Dr Katina Michael and Dr M.G. Michael 		
from the School of Information Systems and
Technology. This exhibition aimed to raise 		
public awareness on the technological
trajectory of automatic identification devices
and location-based services.

>

Voices of Children: India, an exhibition of 		
photographs taken by children in India was 		
installed by staff from the Faculty of Education.
The opening was attended by Acting
Vice-Chancellor, John Patterson and the
Consul General of India, Amit Dasgupta, as well
as many members of the Indian community
and Indian student cohort.

Supporting the Profession
Acquiring practical skills in the workplace is a critical component of the library and information skills
curriculum. A student studying librarianship at Charles Sturt University and three diploma students from the
Illawarra Institute of TAFE were assigned a series of projects to gain a new understanding of academic library
services and resources.

14
Alumni University Photographs Project

The ability to identify and locate University related photos was made easier by inviting Alumni Honoraries to
provide captions for images. Approximately 130 ‘unknown’ or ‘caption incomplete’ University related photos
from the Archives’ collection dating between the early 1960s and late 1970s were displayed. The Alumni
group clearly enjoyed the opportunity to reminisce and provided additional details for nearly 75% of the
targeted collection. This information has now been added to the Archives’ records.

Backing Future UOW students

Influencing the curriculum

High School students are welcome in the Library at
any time of year to make use of study spaces and
resources. Special activities designed to support High
School students included:

The ALIA course recognition process aims to ensure
standardisation, relevance and quality of existing and
future Diploma of Library/Information Services
courses. Library staff participated in an industry panel
as part of an accreditation visit by the Australian
Library and Information Association (ALIA) to the
Illawarra, and shared knowledge and experience with
the ALIA/TAFE Course Recognition Panel.

>

Two sponsored Library memberships per 		
school for disadvantaged students studying for
their Higher School Certificate (HSC) at local
area High Schools.

>

Discounted Library memberships for all HSC
students.

>

Programs to teach research skills to students
from Shoalhaven and St Johns High Schools
moving into Year 12.

>

UOW HSC English and History seminars 		
showcasing resources including those
available via the internet and other libraries.

>

Archives tours and information sessions for
Year 11 History students undertaking a
University/History Department placement.

Visits
>

Diane McDonald, Human Resources Manager
from Monash University Library – of key
interest was the Library Professional Cadet
Program.

>

Margaret Ferguson, Head of Collection
Services at Victoria University Wellington (NZ)
– investigating aspects of the Library
Management System; Electronic Resource 		
Management System providers; collection
policies and resources budgeting.

COMMUNITY 15
PARTICIPATION

Cathy-Lee Bell
Bernadette Carr
Linda Cohen
Lynda Cooper
Donna Dee
Pam Epe
Margie Jantti

Clare Job
Susan Jones
Jo-anne Lombardi
Jen Lyons
Ainsley Lynch
Helen Mandl

Michael Manning
Irene Mar
Felicity McGregor

Environmental Committee
International Student Experience Committee
UOW Social Club Committee
NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special Interest Group
First Year Experience Working Party
ULA Users Group
University EED Working Party
Course Approval Management Group Committee
Library Consultative Committee
University Education Committee
University Education Committee Quality Assurance Sub-Committee
University Planning and Quality Committee
Environmental Committee
NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special Interest Group
University Collections Committee
University Finance Users Group
eLearning and Teaching Sub-Committee (eLTS)
University Orientation Committee
Academic Staff Development Advisory Committee
Editorial Board, Journal of University Teaching and Learning Practice
Research Online Management Committee
ERA Working Group
Research Information Systems Quality Management Committee
Information Technology Forum
Web Site Managers Forum
Web Site Managers Forum
Academic Senate
Computer Labs Review Committee
Deans, Senior Executive and Directors
eLearning Steering Committee
Library Consultative Committee
University Planning and Quality Committee
Workforce Productivity Program Reference Group
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Lisa McIntosh

Carolyn Norris
Michael Organ

Beth Peisley
Alison Pepper
Lesley Smith
Lucia Tome
Elizabeth White
Carol Woolley
Sandi Wooton
Faculty Librarians

Course Approval Management Group Committee
Research Online Management Committee
ERA Working Group
Research Information Systems Quality Management Committee
NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special Interest Group
Research Online Management Committee
University Reconciliation Working Group
ERA Technical Group and Faculty Support Group
Board of Studies – Environmental Science
4th Asia Pacific Education Intelligence Conference Committee
Art’s South Coast & Southern Highlands Sub-Committee (of FEC)
Uniconnections
Student Support for Learning Sub-Committee
Teaching Facilities Sub-Committee
Environmental Committee
NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special Interest Group
Faculty Education Committees

RESOURCE 17
MANAGEMENT

CAUL Think Tank

Monograph usage

Associate Librarian, Lisa McIntosh engaged in
discussions on the global economic crisis and
possible future strategies at the CAUL Think Tank:
Global Economic Crisis: Library Consortia, Publishers
and Content Providers Working Together.
The examination of forces driving Australian
universities and authors seeking alternative publishing
and distribution models, including Open Access models
of disseminating research outputs were central to
debate and discussion. Attendees included Library
Directors from Australian and New Zealand,
representatives from major publishers, academics,
and Higher Education bodies such as CAUDIT and
Universities Australia.

The annual monograph review measures the usage of
2008 monograph purchases to the end of July 2009.
The sample size of 10,538 items showed circulation
to be steady at 79.4% (compared to 79.9% in 2007).
>

At the faculty level the highest monograph
usage was for Engineering at 91.7%
(up from 86.8% for the 2007 purchases) 		
while the lowest usage was for Science at 		
72.6% (slightly down from 73.4% for 2007
purchases).

>

At the departmental level, Nursing and
Psychology both had the highest usage at 		
90.4% while Mathematics was the lowest
at 64.1% (a noticeable drop from 82.3% for
2007).

>

A significant rise in usage was experienced 		
by Modern Languages at 71.1% (up from 		
54.5% for 2007 purchases).

Digital Archive
Many of the University’s publications and other
collections in Archives have limited accessibility,
requiring in most instances a visit to the main Library
to request and view a volume, placing unnecessary
restrictions on items in terms of exposure and
discoverability. A digitisation project targeted
University publications in the first instance and the
following sets are now available online:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Calendars/Handbooks (1965 to 2003)
Annual Reports (1975 to 2003)
Statistics Reports (1975 to 1992)
Research Reports (1962 to 1993)
Alumni Magazine (1983 to 2001)
Teachers College/WIE Calendars (1963 to 1982)
Campus News (1975 to 1987)

Book profiles
Book selection profiles with one of our major book
suppliers were updated to reflect the current
teaching and research interests of faculties.
Enhancements included the introduction of weekly
email alerts, replacing print selection slips for new
titles.

Client-driven selection
Increased ebook availability, coupled with the rise
of client-driven selection models, provided the
opportunity to experiment with new models of
acquisition. New models aim to improve both
immediacy of client access to crucial resources and
longer term collection development, while optimising
available funds. A program piloted twice through the
year resulted in over 1,400 loans and almost 200
ebook purchases informed by client interest and use.
This approach will be continued in 2010.
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Budget Summary

Faculty consultation played a key role for the 2010 journal and database review and renewal process. Analysis of
collection usage, format and discipline content was used to assess relevance of resources to current UOW
teaching and research needs. Although subject to budget restrictions, several areas of strategic collection growth
formed part of the review, particularly in relation to electronic resources. Online versions of many current journals
replaced the print title, and depth and breadth in the electronic journal archives collection was added to better
support research.

2007
Budget
Income

%

2008

%

$11,631,000
$730,000
$12,361,000

2009

%

Total

$10,943,000
$705,000
$11,648,000

$11,789,000
$648,000
$12,437,000

Information Resources
Salaries
Equipment & Operational
Total

$4,150,680
$5,131,470
$1,953,664
$11,235,814

37.00
46.00
17.00

$4,350,680
$5,618,878
$1,272,032
$11,241,590

35.20
45.46
10.29

$4,350,680
$6,425,634
$1,278,556
$12,437,000

34.98
51.67
10.28

$4,358,875
$5,208,385
$1,615,971
$11,183,231

39.00
47.00
14.00

$4,896,684
$5,603,661
$1,471,214
$11,971,559

39.61
45.33
11.90

$4,718,899
$6,186,655
$1,521,754
$12,427,308

37.94
49.74
12.24

Allocations

Expenditure
Information Resources
Salaries
Equipment & Operational
Total

ACCESS TO INFORMATION RESOURCES

Access to fulltext journal articles was expanded to
include:
1. Nature Nanotechnology (Journal):
Access from Vol 1
2. Proquest Central - upgraded Proquest 5,000		
includes following:
> ANZ Newstand (Australian newspapers)
> Evidence Based Resources of the
Johanna Briggs Institute (Australian/health)
> Snapshot series - market research
3. Naxos Music Library
4. American Geophysical Union Digital Library: 		
Archival access to journals and books
5. Informa Healthcare Journals:
Improved access to Jounals
6. Images MD
7. Mary Liebert Journals Archive
8. Macquarie Dictionary & Thesaurus
9. Scriver’s The Online Metabolic and
Molecular Bases of Inherited Diseases
(OMMBID)

Database usage
Significant increases in searches and fulltext
downloads can be attributed to the introduction of
Article Finder. Results include:
>

Full text journal downloads increased by 66%
from 2,422,977 in 2008 to 4,010,417 in 2009

>

Use of ejournals and ebooks rose to 265
successful searches per student EFTSL in 2009
compared to 210 per student in 2008

>

The number of searches undertaken using major
indexing and abstracting services such as Medline,
INSPEC and Web of Science increased by 56% to
394,915

>

Major aggregator services, such as
Business Source Premier, Proquest Central,
JSTOR experienced substantial increase in use,
in many cases improving by over 200%

STATISTICS 19

2007

2008

2009

510,994

524,445

533,465

190,191

187,447

172,876

42,245

57,302

62,679

7,063

7,698

9,374

10,194

10,099

11,030

Items received

9,422

9,470

10,363

Requested from us

2,562

2,754

3,290

Items supplied

1,947

1,901

2,245

Intercampus requested

1,168

885

834

883

808

731

Collection (Main, CRC, Remote Sites)
Monographs
Journal
- volumes
- titles
E-books

Document Delivery
Requested by us

Intercampus supplied

Acquisitions
Monographs
- new titles

8,233

8,321

8,208

- additional copies

5,578

7,665

2,394

782

1,026

653

13,811

15,986

10,602

30

47

25

4,026

3,009

2,099

628

1,637

1,609

- fulltext downloads

198,310

420,283

516,890

- hits

285,446

573,239

NA

- donations

Cataloguing
Monographs
New print journals
Non-book

Digital Repositories
Research Online
- items uploaded
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2007

2008

2009

113

219

778

Main

852,483

1,184,054

1,500,176

CRC

70,484

67,889

70,809

Shoalhaven

22,137

28,391

26,371

303,720
85,355
37,273
33,823
9,531

269,351
43,171
37,908
37,901
12,887

268,089
54,771
48,095
39,198
13,078

18,629
19,266
220
6,759
699
3,440

19,664
21,982
259
7,449
718
2,908

16,964
26,397
393
6,941
998
5,208

16,969
497
1,206
237

16,309
714
1,711
909

17,338
670
2,089
482

ADT Digital Theses
- processed

Entry Gate

Loans
Main Library
General
Self checkout
Short Loans
CRC
Shoalhaven

Information Enquiries
Research Help
Information Desk
Archives
Shoalhaven
Email a Librarian
Roving Help

Information Literacy (no. of clients)
Subject based
Research training
WCA
External
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COMMITTED STAFF

Learning and Growth Goals:

Participation in leadership programs

>

>

>

Skilled and knowledgeable staff 		
equipped to respond to change
Effective succession management and
leadership development

>
>

Versatile, skilled and committed staff
Transformational and sustained change is
dependent on highly motivated and competent people.
A key imperative, therefore, was to extend succession
planning strategies to create a wider and more
diverse leadership pool.

Leadership development
Aspiration, engagement and ability are the
cornerstones for effective leadership. A key focus for
the year was to extend leadership capacity. This intent
was accelerated through a series of strategies to:
>
>
>
>

Identify and clearly articulate leadership
competencies required at team leader and 		
senior management levels
Support personal development and reflection
through professional, one-on-one coaching
Develop coaching skills of staff in leadership
roles
Identify assignments and programs to provide
experiential learning with an emphasis on ‘real’
tasks, problems and projects

The success of these approaches was reflected in
many ways, notably the appointment of internal staff
to leadership positions, including former professional
cadets.

>
>

UOW sponsored Frontline Management 		
Certificate IV (Louise Hogan)
Workplace certification program in 			
Library and Information Services
(Debbie Bevilacqua)
LH Martin Institute – Moving into
Management – leadership program for 		
HEW 5-7 (Rebecca Daly)
UOW Leadership Program for Senior 		
General Staff (Donna Dee)
Frye Leadership Institute, USA
(Margie Jantti)

Training events
Staff participated in a range of training programs,
aligned to strategic initiatives, including:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Advanced Powerpoint, multimedia, Captivate
Client service skills
Creative and effective writing
Emotional intelligence
Leadership coaching
Leadership in Business Excellence
Project management

Conference attendance
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Information Online, Sydney NSW
He tangata he tangata he tangata – It is 		
people, it is people, it is people, LIANZA, 		
Christchurch New Zealand
Innovate, Collaborate, Sustain, EDU CAUSE 		
Australasia, Perth Western Australia
People in the Information Profession, CAVAL,
Melbourne Victoria
Technology, Technique, Unique, ALIA National
Library and Information Technicians
Conference, Adelaide South Australia
10th International Congress on Medical
Librarianship (ICML), Brisbane Queensland
ERA Under the bonnet symposium, Sydney 		
NSW
ERA Wash-up conference, Sydney NSW
Australian Government Libraries Information
Network Forum 2009, Canberra ACT
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The Way to Go!

New Staff
Cathy Anderson, formerly a faculty librarian at the
University of Technology, Sydney in the Business
Law and Information Services team commenced
as Manager of the Shoalhaven Campus Library in
September.

Jennifer McLean
commenced her
professional cadetship in
February. Jennifer is the
fourth Professional Cadet
employed by the Library
since the inception of the
program in 2005.
The success of the Professional Cadet program was
showcased in a presentation by Jo-anne Lombardi
and Anne Brown at:
He tangata he tangata he tangata
- It is people, it is people, it is people, LIANZA,
Christchurch New Zealand, 12-14 October 2009

Innovation Grant
To acknowledge the place of the Library as the centre
of information services at the University, Graham Bell
Bowman Architects established the UOW Library
Innovation Grant. This grant recognises the important
role staff innovation plays in achieving the Library’s
Vision of being recognised as a knowledge resources
centre of distinction. The inaugural recipient of the
grant was Kristen Blinco who will use the funds for a
project: Study of the feasibility of developing interactive
demonstrations on Library skills and services.

Lisa McIntosh, Associate
Librarian Resources was
welcomed in February.
Formerly Manager for
Electronic Resources at the
University of Western Sydney,
she provides leadership
and direction for Collection
Development, Repository
Services, and the Access,
Collection and Document
Delivery Services teams.

Planning for good performance
Supporting personal and professional development and career planning is a long standing commitment. In spite of
the longevity and earlier successes of performance planning, a perception of declining staff engagement with the
process signalled the need for a critical review.
Resulting improvements included greater flexibility in determining key discussion points and creating stronger links
between goal setting and development opportunities. Articulation of future career goals and the steps that may be
taken to progress these were also enhanced by the review.
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Achievement Awards
Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Outstanding
Service
Beth Peisley, Faculty Librarian was recognised for her
leadership in delivering new and enhanced ways of
presenting the Library’s Resources for Assignments
web pages. Designed to improve student learning and
teaching practice, onshore and offshore, faculties
particularly welcomed the capacity to develop highly
customised, subject-specific resource lists.

People First
Administration Officer, Kirsty Greatz was
acknowledged for excellent client service.
The citation noted her courteous and pleasant
approach to all staff, her ability to juggle competing
demands, anticipate issues, find solutions and
maintain a positive approach at all times.

Rita Rando Merit Award
Access Services Officer, Debbie Bevilacqua was
recognised for her demonstrated commitment to
professional development and her openness in
sharing new knowledge with her team.
A longstanding staff member, she personally
sought opportunities that were challenging and
outside her comfort zone.

LEC Award
The Library Executive Committee recognised the
StartSmart: Essential Academic Information Skills
Team (Lynda Cooper, Bernadette Carr, Nadine Clark,
Lesley Smith, Bernadette Stephens) for their work on
a new foundation information skills program to replace
ILIP.
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Access Services
Bevilacqua, Debbie
Chandler, Margaret
Cohen, Linda
Daly, Rebecca

Access Services Officer
Access Services Officer
Cataloguer
(Seconded as Research Officer
Faculty of Commerce)
Team Leader, Access Services

Duggan, Lara
Giesajtis, Andrew

Access Services Officer
Access Services Officer

BA

Hardy, Amy
Job, Clare
Norris, Carolyn
Patching, Rosemary
Pinkerton, Fran
Williams, Margaret
Wooton, Sandi

Access Services Officer
Access Services Officer
Cataloguer
Access Services Officer (Projects)
Access Services Officer
Access Services Officer
Cataloguer

BA (LIS)

Assoc Dip Arts (Lib Prac), BA
BA, DipBus, Grad Dip
(Info Studies), Cert IV in Govt, AALIA
BA, BAppSci (LibInfo Mgmt),
Postgrad Dip Info Arch

BMath, Assoc Dip (Lib Prac),
Grad Cert AppSc (LIM), AALIA
Dip Lib & Info Sci
BA, AALIA
Dip Lib & Info Sci
Assoc. Dip. (Lib.Prac.)
Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)

Planning and Human Resources
Broadhead, Noel
Cox, Brian
Dee, Donna
Lynch, Ainsley

Copyright and Digitisation Officer
Manager Quality and Marketing
Manager Service Quality
Promotions and Partnerships
Coordinator

BA (Hons)
Dip FMgmt, BA (Lib Info Sci)
B Comm(Mkting), BSc (Psyc)

Repository Services
Organ, Michael

Manager Repository Services

BSc (Hons), Dip Arch Admin

Collection Development Officer
Manager Collection Development
Electronic Services Librarian

Dip Lib & Info Sci

Kew, Audrey
Lanyon, Toni
Lunt, Karen
Manning, Michael

Technology Support Officer
Team Leader, Technology Services
Systems Librarian
Manager Technology Development

Assoc Dip Arts (Lib Prac)

Mar, Irene
Rice, Anthony

Web Development Officer
Computer Systems Support Officer

BA, Grad Dip Ed, Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)

Collection Development
Drummond, Stephanie
Epe, Pam
Grant, Neil

BA, AALIA
BA, Dip Lib, Grad Dip Lib

Technology Services
Cert IV in Business (FMgmt)
BA, Lib Info Sci, MLib
BSc (Hons), MSc, MLS, Grad Dip Computing,
MICT
Cert IV (IT)
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Client Services
Beazley, Chris
Bell, Cathy-Lee
Blinco, Kristen

Client Services Officer
Client Services Officer
Acting Team Leader, Client Services

Burling, Yvonne
Fletcher, Helen
Hogan, Louise
Israel, Sue
Jacobs, Sylvia
Long, Danica
Messer, Cathy
Shen, Kira
Williams, Kimberley
Swire, Michael

Fines and Membership Officer
Client Services Officer
Short Loans Officer
Client Services Officer
Client Services Officer
Client Services Officer
Casual Staff Coordinator
Client Services Officer
Client Services Officer
Shelving Coordinator

Dip Lib & Info Services
BA Informatics, Grad Dip App Sci (LIM),
M. AppSci (LIM), Cert IV Workplace
Assessment and Training, AALIA
Lib Prac Cert (Hons), Adv Dip Arts
Cert III Lib & Info Services, Cert IV FMgmt

Cert IV (Lib & Info Services)
B CompSc, Dip Lib & Info Services
BA (Hist), MAppSci(LIM)
Dip LIS, ALIATec (CP)

Collection Services
Benny, Kerry
Brbevski, Afrodita
Brown, Anne
Carlisle, Fiona
Colwell, Susanna
Crichton, Lindi
Kitchener, Heather
Moreno, Nina
Ollerenshaw, Sonya
Werner, Carolyn

Collection Services Officer
Collection Services Officer
Team Leader, Collection Services
Collection Services Officer
Collection Services Officer
Collection Services Officer
Collection Services Officer
Collection Services Officer
Collection Services Officer
Collection Services Officer

Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Dip FMgmt, Cert IV (Lib & Info Services)
MA (Hons) Hist, Dip Lib
Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Cert IV (Lib & Info Services)

Administration
Cairns, Neil
Greatz, Kirsty
Jantti, Margie

BA, Dip Lib

Lombardi, Jo-anne
Mandl, Helen

Associate Librarian, Technology
Administration Officer
Associate Librarian, Planning and
Human Resources
Manager Administration
Associate Librarian, Client Services

McGregor, Felicity
McIntosh, Lisa
McLean, Jennifer
Newton, Kristy

University Librarian
Associate Librarian, Resources
Library Professional Cadet
Library Professional Cadet

BA, Dip Lib, AALIA

Wailes, Lyn

Associate Librarian, Projects

BA, AALIA

Cert IV Bus Admin
BA (Lib Info Sci), MBA, AALIA
Dip FMgmt
BA, Dip Ed, GDipIM(Lib), MAppSci(LIM),
AALIA
BA (Lib Info Studies), AALIA
BA
BA (Hons), Grad Dip App. Sci (LIM),
M. App. Sci. (LIM), Cert IV Fine Arts
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Information and Research Services
Anderson, Cathy
Brindle-Jones, Cheryl

Manager, Shoalhaven Library
Law Reference Librarian

Carr, Bernadette
Clark, Nadine

Faculty Librarian, Engineering
Health Reference Librarian

BA (Soc Sci), Grad Dip Info

Cooper, Lynda

Manager Information and Research
Services
Faculty Librarian, Creative Arts
Faculty Librarian, Commerce
Archivist
Faculty Librarian, Commerce
Librarian, Shoalhaven
Medical Librarian
Faculty Librarian, Informatics
Faculty Librarian, Science
Faculty Librarian, Health and
Behavioural Sciences
Law Reference Librarian
Learning Support Librarian
Faculty Librarian, Arts

BA, Grad Dip Lib & Info Mgt, Cert IV
Workplace Assessment and Training, AALIA

Faculty Librarian, Education
Acting Wollongong College Australia
Librarian
Research Training Librarian
Information Services Officer
Law Librarian
Reference Librarian

BA (Lib & Info Sci), MAppSci (LIM), AALIA

Dodd, Vicki
Hill, Allison
Jones, Susan
Kettle, Jeanetta
Kjar, Silla
Lyons, Jen
Meldrum, Annette
Peisley, Beth
Pepper, Alison
Ralston, Chrissy
Riggs, Michelle
Smith, Lesley
Stephens, Bernadette
Thompson, Melanie
Tome, Lucia
Vynes, Sandra
White, Elizabeth
Woolley, Carol

BA, Dip Ed, Grad Dip Info Mgt
BA (lLib & Info Sci), Assoc Dip (Lib Prac),
AALIA
B.Teach, B.Ed, MA (Info. Stud.), AALIA

BSc, Grad Dip IM-Lib
BA (Lib & Info Sci), Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
BA, Grad Dip (Lib & Info Sci), AALIA
BA, DipEd, Grad Dip (Info Stud)
BA, Grad Dip Info & Lib Studies
BA, Grad Dip Info Mgmt Lib
BA (Lib & Info Sci), ALTC
Dip Teach, Grad Dip App Sci
BA Hons (Lib & Info Sci)
BSW (Hons), Grad Dip App Sci (Info)
BTech (F&A Chem), Grad Dip (Info Stud)
BCom (Accy), Grad Dip AppSci (LIM),
MAppSci (LIM), AALIA
BA, Grad Dip Info Mgt
BA (Lib & Info Sci), Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Dip Lib & Info Services
BA, Grad Dip Lib
BA, Assoc Dip Lib Practice

FAREWELL 27
FELICITY
On the 25th of November, over 180 staff from
the Library and University gathered to farewell
Felicity McGregor, celebrating a career spanning
three decades with the last twelve years as
University Librarian.
Speakers including the Vice-Chancellor,
Professor Gerard Sutton; Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Academic), Professor Rob Castle; and Vice-Principal
(Administration), Mr Chris Grange all expressed praise
for the profound influence Felicity has had on the
development of the award-winning Library and on
governance areas within the University. Felicity was
elected General Staff Representative on the University
Council for three terms 1985-95, was founding
Chair of the University General Staff Development
Committee and a member of all major University
committees.
Felicity will be remembered for many things;
for the Library staff especially, it will be for her vision
and strategy for creating a highly skilled, client-centred
workforce. Her foresight and perseverance in
adopting emerging leadership and change
management models, well before most libraries
within or external to the higher education sector,
has been vindicated many times over.
The effect of establishing a strategic focus on ‘people’
has been profound, and we the staff have reaped the
benefits. We have, as established norms: career
planning, enriched jobs, access to professional
development, genuine opportunities to influence
change and decision-making, forums to contribute
to planning and continuous improvement and notably,
a voice that is heard and acted upon.
For over three decades, Felicity has articulated a
compelling vision; fulfilling this vision has required on
her part, tenacity and unreserved commitment to
excellence in everything the Library represents.
She is the reason that members of the University have
the highly responsive services and seamless access
to resources we now depend on, and the outstanding
building that holds its rightful place as a vibrant
campus hub. Throughout her career she has been
a role model for all, a mentor to many, a highly
respected colleague and a friend - and there was
always room for fun along the way.

Margie Jantti - on behalf of Library staff.

28 FELICITATIONS
Miss McGregor from the Library
Has upped and left us. Here’s our quandary:
Where shall we seek for felicity
Now she’s flitting off to retirement?
She’s off home (she’s not in her office)
She’s off home (she’s not at another wretched meeting)
She’s off home (she’s not in the archives - well, not yet)
She’s gone!
But we never will forget that
We’ll miss McGregor,
Farewell, McGregor,
It’s swell, McGregor:
Checking out, beginning your retirement.
Miss McGregor from the Library
Read her Dewey, tried to love IT,
Built a monument to lit’racy,
Now she’s flitting off to retirement.
Where she gone? She’s not at a con’frence.
What she say? She say that she really is departing.
What she do? Turned off her computer!
She did what?
She say that another chapter’s starting.
We’ll miss McGregor,
Farewell, McGregor,
It’s swell, McGregor:
Checking out, beginning your retirement.
Oh yes, she’s leaving
So we’ll be grieving,
She’s really leaving:
Checking out, beginning her retirement.
(Tune: Glorious Kingdom)
				

Lyrics: A/Prof David Vance

